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Ladies and Gentlemen,

we leave to your kind attention our catalogue of machines and equipment.

In case of any special requests or questions concerning our products, please

contact our experts who will provide you a professional and a quick support.
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TAURUS AUTOMATIC

ANGLE GRINDERS
designed for grinding fresh and

frozen up to -20 C to required

granulation and making other

technological operations depending

on used equipment.
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Construction advantages:
high quality execution of stainless steel

high quality of ground meat

execution of pressing chamber and pressing worm in highly resistant

to abrasion stainless steel

two compatible drives of feeding and pressing ensure optimal

adjustment of amount of dosed material

smooth regulation of feeding worm (quick access to 3 programmed speeds)

smooth regulation of pressing worm, automatic adjustment of feeding

speed to pressing worm set speed, touch panel control + programs (option)

cutting system includes high quality cutting devices

pressing equipped with an automatic pushing out system

(W-160, W-200)

grinders equipped with peripheral device for separation of tendons and

membranes (option) and separator of poultry bones (option)

grinders equipped with safety systems including: protecting cover of throat,

cover of loading chamber (W-130) platform for operator (W-160, W-200)

grinders equipped with microprocessor controller responsible for control of

all work parameters
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unique construction of pressing and feeding worms, worms in the production

of CNC machining centres from a single piece of steel by machining

a special version of the two scrolled grinding worms for heavy raw materials

the possibility of choosing worms depending on the product range

and customer requirements

grinding system for frozen meat blocks (-20 C) (optional)

special execution of grinders for frozen fish blocks
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